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Helsinki Applejack is a spirit produced 
from the best Finnish apples. Northern 
apple varieties produce an aromatic, 
fruity distillate, which is then matured 
for six months in small oak casks.
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Helsinki Applejack is a spirit produced 
from the best Finnish apples. Northern 
apple varieties produce an aromatic, fruity 
distillate, which is then matured for six 
months in small oak casks. Maturation 
turns it into sweet and flowery Helsinki 
Applejack. The freshness of apple is mixed 
with notes of toffee and vanilla.
 
Only Finnish apples are used to make 
Helsinki Applejack. They are sourced from 
Achrén’s apple farm in Angelniemi and 
Söderberg farm in Lohja, Southern  
Finland. Sour apple varieties give distillate 
its taste, sweet ones the pleasing balance. 
The apples are cold-pressed at the farm 
and the must is then delivered to The 

Helsinki Distilling Company in Helsinki’s 
Kalasatama, where it is fermented into 
cider. The fermentation process takes five 
to six weeks.

After distillation, the aromatic apple 
distillate is placed in small new French 
oak barrels, where it will mature for six 
months. The maturation time is shorter 
than typically with apple brandys, which 
is to preserve the unique fresh taste of 
Finnish apples.

Helsinki Applejack is excellent on its own 
after dinner, but it pairs especially well 
with a cup of high quality black tea. It 
also works perfectly in cocktails or with 

a splash of tonic and a slice of apple. The 
strength of the Applejack is 43 % abv which 
accentuates the mature aromas. 

Helsinki Applejack comes in traditional 
French half-litre calvados bottles, topped 
with cork. As a guarantee of quality all 
the bottles come with signature of Master 
Distiller Mikko Mykkänen. The bottles are 
numbered and vintage stamped.



The name Applejack comes from The United 
States of America, where apple distillate has 
traditionally been called applejack. Applejack 
has a special place in the history of alcohol, 
as it was the first spirit distilled in America.

DID YOU KNOW?



Helsinki Applejack is distilled and bottled 
by hand by The Helsinki Distilling Company, 
the first distillery in Helsinki for over a cen-
tury. The company also distils rye whiskey, 
premium gin, and other spirits from the 
best local ingredients. These fine spirits 
are produced by Master Distiller Mikko 
Mykkänen and Master Blender Kai Kilpinen. 
The distillery is located in Teurastamo, the 
former abattoir and now the food culture 
heart of Helsinki. 

for further information  
please contact us at
info@hdco.fi or +358 20 719 1460
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